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Abstract. The Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers
and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) identification is designed to distinguish
between computers and humans and it prevents the web application programs
from malicious attacks, so it has been applied widely. However, great challenges
must be faced with the development of CAPTCHA identification. In order to
improve the safety of the professional system, the CAPTCHA online identifi-
cation based on the knowledge base, which has high security and bases on
semantic questions and the professionalization of professional system, is put
forward combining with the recessive CAPTCHA. The specific implementation
course of the new online identification method is worked out according to the
example of animal identification. The application of the verification code is
suitable for people who have the corresponding professional knowledge.
Because the computer has great difficulty to answer semantic information
questions, which are also professional issues, so the new online identification
method based on the verification of knowledge has very high security.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of internetwork, security problem of the web application
becomes an extremely important issue for us. The HTTP attack based on the form
automatically submission is a common way of network attack. According to the HTTP
protocol, the attacker can write program to simulate the method of form submission,
and submit the abnormal data to site service automatically and rapidly. This constitutes
the basic HTTP attacks. An attacker can repeat logging to break a user’s password and
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this will lead to a leakage of users’ privacy information. In order to prevent the attacker
using program automatic login, Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell
Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) technology has been widely used [1].

The CAPTCHA is a kind of program algorithm to distinguish between computers
and humans, so the procedure must be able to generate and evaluate computer test which
human can easily pass but not for computers [2, 3]. Because the computer cannot solve
CAPTCHA question, the user who answer the question can be considered human [4].

In order to protect the network, CAPTCHA has been applied widely, such as
preventing spam ads in the blog post, protecting website registration and the E-mail
address, online polls, preventing dictionary attacks, the search engine robots, worms
and spam, etc.

Since CAPTCHA has been proposed, different research institutions and scholars
have developed a variety of CAPTCHA. CAPTCHA has different ways of classifica-
tion [5]. According to the type of information, CAPTCHA can be divided into text
CAPTCHA, image CAPTCHA, graphics CAPTCHA, audio CAPTCHA and video
CAPTCHA. According to the way of recognition, CAPTCHA can be divided into
dominant CAPTCHA and implicit CAPTCHA. According to the interaction,
CAPTCHA can be divided into static CAPTCHA and dynamic CAPTCHA. Along
with the development of the CAPTCHA, CAPTCHA recognition technology is also
developing and some methods have been put forward, such as the matching shape
context [6], template matching [8] and neural network identification methods [7]. This
makes the security of the CAPTCHA has a huge challenge. Dynamic CAPTCHA and
recessive CAPTCHA have a good security and is the research direction in the future.

The hidden CAPTCHA [5] refers to answering the question of the CAPTCHA
expressing according to the semantic of CAPTCHA, for example, CAPTCHA system
first randomly generates an expression (5 + 3)*9/4 and requires the user to answer the
expression values; CAPTCHA system picks up a few images from the graphics library
and users need to rotate the graphics to the right direction. Though artificial intelligence
has a rapid development, the computer has much difficulty to answer semantic infor-
mation questions, so the hidden CAPTCHA is safe.

In this paper, the CAPTCHA technology is studied deeply. Based on the implicit
CAPTCHA and combining with the characteristics of professional system, a new kind
of CAPTCHA is proposed based on the knowledge base and the security of the system
can be effectively improved using the new kind of CAPTCHA.

2 Knowledge Representation

In the knowledge base, knowledge representation methods are logical notation, pro-
duction representation, frame representation and object-oriented representation,
semantic representation and the XML representation and representation of ontology
[9], etc. According to the characteristics of the CAPTCHA, we choose production
knowledge representation description.

Shortliffe firstly introduced the concept of production in the famous expert system
MYCIN. The structure IF (E1 & E2 & … & En) THEN A is called the rule. It means
that if the logical expression of E1 & E2 & … & En established, the conclusion A is
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right. The expression E1 & E2 & … & En is called former part of the rule and is any
legal logical expressions. It is the prerequisite for reasoning by using the rule. A is
called later part of the rule and is the result of reasoning using the rule. [10]. The rule
knowledge representation has many advantages, such as simple and clear reasoning, the
reasoning machine design and implementation is simple and has a good characteristics
in some specific application environment, etc.

3 The Design of CAPTCHA Based on the Knowledge Base

For some professional systems, CAPTCHA can be structured based on knowledge
base. Because users have the corresponding knowledge and can reason the related
results according to the precondition. Let us use a simple animal identification as an
example to illustrate how to construct CAPTCHA.

We give the following rules about animal identification:
IF the animal has hair THEN the animals are mammals.
IF the animal has milk THEN the animals are mammals.
IF the animal has feathers THEN the animal is a bird.
IF the animal can fly AND lay eggs THEN the animal is a bird.
IF the animal eats meat THEN the animal is a carnivorous animal.
IF the animal has a canine tooth AND claw AND eyes staring at front THEN the

animal is a carnivorous animal.
IF the animal is mammals and has claw THEN the animal is a hoof animal.

3.1 The Design of the Database and Table for Knowledge Base

According to the rules of reasoning above, we designed the rules table, inferences table
and synonym table. Rules table save the atomic conditions of precondition, which are
the minimum condition of premise condition. The above animal identification rules are
in the rules table as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Animal identification rules

Serial number Rules

1 Have hair
2 Have milk
3 Have feathers
4 Can fly
5 Can lay eggs
6 Eat the meat
7 Have canine tooth
8 Have claws
9 Eye star at the front
10 Have hoof
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The result of reasoning is text messages. There are different representations for the
same text messages and the computer can’t recognize it very well, therefore automatic
word segmentation can be used for the results and CAPTCHA. In this process, the word
which not be used can be removed and the keywords will be extracted, then we can
match the keyword. For Chinese word segmentation, IK Analyzer 2012 can be used.
The IK Analyzer is an open source lightweight Chinese word segmentation toolkit based
on Java language. In the 2012 version, we support configuring IKAnalyzer. CFG.XML
file to expand proprietary dictionary and stop using dictionary and dictionary format is
utf-8 without BOM in Chinese text files [11]. Stop using words are not really meaning of
function words in both English and Chinese [10] and can be ignored because they does
not affect the understanding of sentence meaning. The stop using dictionaries are built
on the basis of the literature [10, 11]. In order to assist CAPTCHA judgment, two
options are increased which must be contained keywords and must not contained
keywords. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the complexity of the system reasoning, the
result is made as easy as possible. Inferences table is shown in Table 2.

Synonym of the word in the results is stored synonym table, including Chinese,
English and acronyms.

In the MySQL database we design different table structures, which are shown in
Tables 3, 4 and 5.

Table 2. Inference table data

Premise
condition

Results Whether the word is
segmented

Must contained
keywords

Must not contained
keywords

1 Mammals no no no
2 Mammals no no no
3 Birds no no no
4, 5 Birds no no no
6 Predators no no no
7, 8, 9 Predators no no no
1, 10 Hoofed

animals
no no no

2, 10 Hoofed
animals

no no no

Table 3. Rule table

Field Data type Note

Id int Automatic numbering, primary key
Rule varchar(100)
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Table 4. Inferences table

Field Data type Note

Id int Automatic numbering, primary key
Condition varchar(100)
Result varchar(100)
Segmentation char(1)
Key varchar(200)
Antonym varchar(200)

Table 5. Synonym table

Field Data type Note

Id int Automatic numbering, primary key
Key varchar(100)
Synonym varchar(100)

start

end

reasoning, the total number of records in table inferences, remember to n;

a random integer between 1 ~ n, remember to k;

take the first k in inferences reasoning table records, access to the premise 
condition, the result, whether participles, must contain the information such 

as keywords and must not contain the keywords;

decomposition precondition to obtain the corresponding rule number;

take corresponding rules in the rules table rules numbering rules;

for each rule to generate a CAPTCHA image.

Fig. 1. CAPTCHA generation algorithm
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3.2 CAPTCHA Generation Algorithm

(1) Reason the total number of records in inferences table and remember to n;
(2) Randomly select the integer between 1–n, remember to k;
(3) Take the kth records in the inferences table and access the premise condition, the

result, whether participles, the keywords which must be contained and which must
not be contained;

(4) Decompose precondition to obtain the corresponding rule number;
(5) Take corresponding rules in the rules table rules numbering rules;
(6) Generate a CAPTCHA image for each rule.

The algorithm flow chart is shown in Fig. 1.

start

end

the user according to generate several CAPTCHA images reasoning and enter the verification code;

Word
segmentation?

OK
Synonym?

NOA synonym to replace

 consistent?

 consistent?

OK NO

Word processing

keyword matching

OK Synonym?

NOA synonym to replace

 consistent?

 consistent?

OK NO

Fig. 2. CAPTCHA validation algorithm
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3.3 CAPTCHA Validation Algorithm

(1) The user reasons according to generated CAPTCHA images and enter the
CAPTCHA;

(2) Word segmentation? If no, compare the CAPTCHA entered by the user and the
results and judge whether they are consistent. If consistent, agree on. If incon-
sistent, judge whether there is a synonym and whether consistent after replace-
ment. If unanimity, agree on. If inconsistent, not through;

(3) If the words need segmentation, do words segmentation to the CAPTCHA entered
by the user and results and match the keyword. If they are consistent, agree on. If
inconsistent, judge whether there is a synonym and whether consistent after
replacement. If unanimity, agree on. If inconsistent, not through. The algorithm
flow chart is shown in Fig. 2.

3.4 CAPTCHA Implementation

The realization of the CAPTCHA is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Authentication code implementation
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4 Conclusion

The CAPTCHA has a variety of forms, but the development of CAPTCHA recognition
technology causes a hidden danger for the security of the CAPTCHA. In order to
improve the security of the CAPTCHA, a new kind of CAPTCHA based on knowledge
base is put forward combining the implicit CAPTCHA, which is based on semantic
information question and answer and the professional system. This new CAPTCHA
can significantly improve the security of the professional system. The CAPTCHA
designed in this paper is suitable for professional system but not for general system,
such as E-mail.
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